
Nillkin case for Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 5G (Black) Ref: 6902048252653
Nillkin case for Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 5G (Black)

Nillkin case for Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 5G (Black)
Keep your Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 safe and use it comfortably. The specially designed case provides protection for the camera lens and
the  delicate  edges  of  the  phone.  Robust  and  well-thought-out  design  ensures  that  the  case  does  not  restrict  the  operation  of  the
smartphone. Nillkin meets the needs of users with practical solutions. The case also has a built-in stand that will allow you to set your
phone down while watching, for example, a TV series. Enjoy a fully functional phone and don't worry about it getting damaged if it falls.
The case also has room for an S Pen, which is available for sale separately.
 
Swivel design
The  Nillkin-branded  case  is  designed  specifically  for  the  Samsung  Galaxy  Z  Fold  4,  allowing  the  device  to  fold  and  unfold  smoothly.
What's more, when unfolded, the back of the case offers a grip that will allow you to hold the device's large screen comfortably. Switch
between your Samsung's large and small screen - the case will adjust!
 
Solid construction
High-quality materials, such as PC and TPU, were used to make the case. A special air cushion effectively protects against shocks in case
of a fall,  and the camera cover protects the lens whenever you are not using the camera. In addition, it  will  allow you to protect your
privacy.  The  case  is  pleasant  to  the  touch,  and  all  mechanisms  move  smoothly,  so  using  your  phone  will  be  just  as  pleasant  and
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hassle-free.
 
Additional features
The case offers several additional features that make using the phone even easier. When you switch to large screen mode, the back of
the case allows you to hold the phone comfortably in your hands. What's more, you can then pull out the retractable stand and position
the phone to comfortably watch, for example, Youtube videos or make a video call without having to hold the phone. If you use the S
Pen, you can place it in the designated compartment. Note: Pen is not included in the package.
 
Manufacturer
Nillkin
Model
Nillkin Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4 5G
Color
black
Material
TPU + PC
Fits to
Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 4

Price:

€ 23.10
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